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Rhenahercynian
The

Zone (RH)

Rhenohercynian

Zone

the

comprises

Rhenish

Massif

(Ardennes

and

Rheinisches Schiefergebirge),
the Harz Mts. (Fig. 2), and the Flechtingen
Hills, some
50 km east of the Harz. Westwards, the RH Zone is continued in southwest England
(see the recent
around

appraisal

in Franke

the lbero-Armorican

al., 1983~). A possible
zoic of Czechoslovakia

and

Engel,

1982), which

Arc, with south Portugal

eastward

continuation

(Oliveira

is probably

linked.

et al., 1979; Engel et

leads into the Moravo-Silesian

Palaeo-

(see Fig. 1).

The sed~mentury record of the RH Zone has recently been summarized by Franke et
al. (1978), Walliser (19X1), Engel et al. (1983~) and Kasig and Wilder (1983,
Ardennes). The origin of the basin is unknown.
Lower and middle Devonian neritic
sediments (mostly thick, Old
Ardennes and the Rheinisches
The Ardennes
also comprise
sediments (Walter 1980a, b).

Red-derived
elastic sequences) are widespread
in the
Schiefergebirge,
and are also present in the Harz Mts.
large outcrops of Cambrian
and Ordovician
elastic
In the Schiefergebirge.
there are only few and small

outcrops of pre-Devonian
rocks.
The abundance
of Givetian-Frasnian
reefs and of carbonate-producing
shoals
still in Lower Carboniferous
time underlines
the continental
nature of the Rhenohercynian
basement. Devonian
pelagic sediments have probably been deposited at
moderate

depths.

where the Devonian

A greater

depth

is composed

of deposition
of radiolarian

least part of these units (Fig. 2) are nappes
margin of the RH Zone (see below). These

must

be inferred

cherts and greywacke

for some units,
turbidites.

At

which are derived from the southern
rocks can be interpreted
as the only

surviving remnants of a deeper, south Rhenohercynian
basin, whose infill was later
thrust over the more external parts of the Zone (see Fig. 4). The substrate of these
south ~enohercynian
rocks is unknown.
Devonian
and Carboniferous
flysch sediments
record erogenic activity in the
southeast (Mid-German
Crystalline Rise, see below). Flysch sedimentation
advances
northwards
with time and reflects the progradation
of the erogenic front (Engel and
Franke, 1983).
Volcanic activity in the RH Zone occurred from Lower Devonian
Vi&an times with pronounced
peaks in the Givetian and Tournaisian,
bimodal in character. The bulk of these rocks show the geochemical

through Lower
and is mostly
characteristics

of (mostly continental)
intra-plate
volcanics (Floyd, 1982; Wedepohl et al.. 1983).
MORB-type
basalts have only been been recorded from south Cornwall and from
the southern Schiefergebirge.
The clearest
Schiefergebirge,
occurs in tectonic slices
Greywacke

nappe

expression
of basalt

of MORB character, in the
at the base of the Giessen

(Engel et al., 1983b).

Tectonic deformation was performed, in most of the RH Zone, under very-low-grade
metamorphic
conditions.
The general structure can be described as a broad thrust-
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wedge which is segmented
in Weber,
Tectonic

(see the comprehensive

1978, 1980, 1981, 1984, Behr et al., 1980, and Weber
vergence

is directed

of some importance
due

by listric overthrusts

to backward

toward

the northwest.

only in the southeastern
rotation

at listric

surfaces,

and Behr, 1983).

Southeast-facing

Schiefergebirge,

descriptions
structures

are

where they are partly

or else represent

a later

phase

of

backfolding.
As a generalization,
it can be said that very-low-grade
internal
deformation
increase toward the southeast. Toward
become

tighter,

fold axial planes

have a shallower

metamorphism
the southeast,

dip, and the spacing

and
folds

of thrusts

becomes narrower. In the southeastern
part of the RH Zone, there occur extremely
thin-skinned
nappes of Devonian and Carboniferous
flysch elastics.
In a more external (northwestern)
part of the RH Zone, more intensive deformation is restricted
stadt-Ramsbeck
Teichmuller

to NW-SE-trending
zones with higher heat-flow (e.g., the Lipptransverse
zone-Weber,
1972, 1977; Hoyer
et al., 1974;

et al., 1979).

West of the River Rhine, an important
thrust is also present at the northwestern
margin of the RH Zone. The “Faille du Midi” overthrust
carries Carboniferous
rocks over 30-40 km or more northwestwards
(Meissner et al., 1980, 1981). Largescale thin-skinned
thrusting in this external position is probably due to the vicinity
of the Brabant Massif in the northwest, whose southern flank acted as a ramp and
thus pre-disposed

the thrust. Though

the Faille du Midi forms, in the Ardennes,

the

northwestern
limit of Variscan deformation,
we agree with Matthews (1975) in that
we are dealing here with a local effect, and that a kinematically
uniform “Variscan
Front” does not exist. East of the River Rhine,
out toward the northwest.
In the southernmost

part of the RH Zone,

folding
a narrow

and thrusting

gradually

belt of low-grade

fade

rocks is

exposed in the southern Taunus and Hunsruck of the Schiefergebirge
as well as in
the “Zone of Wippra” of the Harz Mts. This “Northern
Phyllite Zone” (Fig. 2) is a
zone of intense tectonic imbrication
which contains fossiliferous
Devonian
rocks
along

with sediments

and

volcanics

in greenschist

facies,

whose

age is unknown

(probably Ordovician by lithological comparison
with regions to the south). In some
of these rocks, Massonne
and Schreyer (1983) have found indications
of high
pressure metamorphism
(lo-12
kbar!). While there is only one major phase of
deformation
in most of the RH Zone, tectonic deformation
in the Phyllite Zone is
polyphase
(Weber
tectonic “shavings”
Phyllites”

and Behr, 1983; Weber, 1984). Since phyllitic rocks occur as
at the base of greywacke nappes in the Schiefergebirge (“Solmstal

of Fig. 3), the Phyllite

This implies
wackes also
The age
(Ahrendt et
the Phyllite

Zone is regarded

as the root zone of these nappes.

a distance of transport
of at least 60 km. Unmetamorphosed
greyoccur as tectonic inserts at the southern margin of the Phyllite Zone.
of deformation
in the RH Zone is known from radiometric
studies
al. 1978, 1983). Data range between values of 318-327 (Namurian)
in
Zone, down to 290-305 at the northern
margin of the Rheinisches
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Fig. 3. Diagrammatic

cross-section

through

the Rheinische

a

Pre- Carboniferous rocks

&

deeper crustal rocks of unknown age

dark

Schiefergehirge

and the presumed

infrastruc-

ture (after Weber and Behr, 1983).

Schiefergebirge. This is clear evidence of the northward progradation of the erogenic
front, which is also reflected in the migration of the flysch trough.
The radiometric ages from the northern Schiefergebirge agree reasonably well
with the classical concept of an “Asturian Orogeny” in this area (late Upper
Carboniferous on biostratigraphic evidence). It should be noted, however, that the
observed unconformity between Westfalian and Stefanian sediments does not reflect
one short-lived, isochronous erogenic event, but only the final stage of an erogenic
wave, which had set out from the more internal parts of the belt already in Devonian
time, or even earlier (see below).
Mid-German

Crystalline Rise (MGCR)

The MGCR was included by Kossmat (1927) in his Saxothuringian Zone (see
below), but is treated separately here because of its metamorphic character. The
MGCR is a slightly arcuate belt of crystalline rocks which can be traced from the
East German subsurface east of the Harz Mts., via the Kyffhauser, the Thuringian
Forest (Ruhla), the Spessart and Odenwald Mts., as far as the Saar Basin, where it is
known from the borehole Saar 1 (Fig. 2). Its further continuation is uncertain; it
possibly merges with crystalline rocks underneath the Paris Basin (Lienhardt, 1961;
Noiret et al., 1972).
Many workers, especially from East Germany, have interpreted the MGCR as a
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sample

of Precambrian

numerous

analogies

Saxothuringian
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This

basement

Zone

1983;

Weber,

Ma,

followed

classical

radiometric

plutonism

and Carboniferous

history

in the Odenwald

flysch

represents

elastics

part of the MGCR

are thrust over the lower-grade
lack of petrological,
the MGCR

evidence

Weinelt,

(evaluated

(370-330
Mts..

an early

1964;

These

Neumann,

overprinting.

in Weber

metamorphism

Ma),

the

rocks of the

and Behr,

at about 400

with important

late-

data are consistent

and

with the

part of the source region of the Devonian
Zone.

in Okrusch

probably

A petrological

survey

of the

(1983).

overrides

and especially
stage

have stressed

metamorphic

the Phyllite

rocks of the RH Zone proper.

radiometric

occupies

process,

1951;

Variscan

in the RH

is available

As shown in Fig. 3, the MGCR

erogenic

Gaertner,

Others

and Ordovician

which suggests a peak of regional

by a long cooling

view that the MGCR

Spessart

1966).

Cambrian

at least a strong

up by scant
1984)

post-tectonic

Neumann,

to the south (Von

which would indicate
is backed

(e.g.,

with unmetamorphosed

structural

and an internal

that has shaped both the MGCR,

Zone,

Though

and both

there is still a

studies, it seems likely that
position

in one continuous

and, prograding

northwestwards,

the RH Zone.
Saxothuringian

Zone (ST)

The ST Zone flanks

the Bohemian

has also been encountered
Its westernmost

occurrence

The western continuation
suggested
join

with one another

is in the northern

England

Cadomian

deformation

comprised
(“Bavarian

in

the

Facie?),

Features

common

in the Cambrian

autochthon
which

is derived
Ordovician,

The

facies

clear in the Devonian,
(Fig.

(“Thuringian

the Bavarian

sequences).
4).

The

have

the Lizard

through

basin,

et al.,

of a basement

is uncertain.

from

Facies”)

with

At least from

which possibly

and

a southeastern

and the abundance

contrast

Ordovician
between

authochthon

the

part

also

autochthon

allochthon

of

the

Ordovician

and more basaltic
and

allochthon

with the situation

bimodal

basin.

elastic sediments

of Lower

has thicker

has

in

of neritic

and has much in common

Thuringian

Carboniferous,

Like in the RH Zone, there are contrasting

(though

volcanic

toward

survey in Von Gaertner

metamorphism

and basal

volcanics

Zone

Cambrian

to both realms are the predominance

bimodal
especially

and are continued

the ST Zone was a sedimentary

the area of the later MGCR.

developments

and Engel (1982)

of the RH and ST zones

by Behr et al., 1982). The existence

and (low-grade)

onwards,

and Vosges.

as one major thrust.

rocks (see the stratigraphic

1968, and the interpretation
the Cambrian

Franke

boundaries

of the ST Zone comprises

record

also Precambrian

(Fig. l), and

cover of south Germany.

parts of the Black Forest

of the ST Zone is unknown.
under the Paris Basin

of southwest

The sedimentary

RH

in the east and northwest

under the Mesozoic

that the thrust zones at the southern

Complex

possibly

Massif

in boreholes

(mostly

is

in the

basaltic)
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volcanics,
allochthon
the

some reef limestones,
is composed

Bavarian

original

Devonian

substratum

The allochthon
than

is bounded

proximal

sediments,

whereas

the Bavarian

cherts with some greywacke

turbidites.

Since

by thrusts,

character

of its

the geotectonic

is unknown.
also contains

that of the autochthonous

more

and hemipelagic

of radiolarian

Lower

(Thuringian)

in its sedimentological

elastics, olisthostromes
whereas the Thuringian

Carboniferous

flysch, whose

flysch. The Bavarian

character.

It contains

upper

base is older
flysch is much
deep

and slope sediments, and can be referred to a trench
flysch represents middle or outer fan environments.

sea fan
setting,

of metamorphic

of the ST Zone has been focused, at all times, on inliers
rocks within the fossiliferous Palaeozoic, which have alternatively

been interpreted
klippen. Recent

as diapir-like
investigations

The structural

interpretation

uplifts of the metamorphic
(Behr et al., 1982; Franke.

basement, or as tectonic
1984a, b) have confirmed

the klippen model. Together with the surrounding
Palaeozoic of the “Bavarian”
type, the metamorphic
klippen form a pile of nappes which contain (from top to
bottom) the following units:
-

Metabasites

in amphibolite

facies and some eclogites

(probably

developed

from

s
RHENOHERCYNIAN

SAXOTHURINGIAN

El

reef

lImestones

Fig. 4. Diagrammatic
with palinspastic
morphology

under

m

pelagic
limestones
and shales

m

greywacke

radiolarlan

m

spllltes

cross-sections

restauration

cherts

through

the Rhenohercynian

of the allochthonous

the allochthonous

turbidltes
metamorphc
and gramte

and Saxothuringian

units. Broken

units in their present

position.

lines: presumed

rocks

sedimentary

basins,

authochthonous

basin

After Engcl et al. (19x3~).
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Cambrian

basalts

Ma; see Gebauer

and gabbros,

and Grunenfelder,

al., 1983, for metamorphic
After Matthes

corresponds

paragneisses,

cambrian,

with

including

some

at about

380 Ma or around

1979; Sollner et al.. 1981a, b; and Ducrot

early

and Grunenfelder

Palaeozoic

Devonian

radiolarian

et

to oceanic

tholeyites.

some relics of granulite
Ordovician

(1979) the geochem-

granitic

facies (essentially

intrusives

morphosed at about 380 Ma, see Sbllner et al., 1981, a, b).
Amphibolites.
Greenschist
facies rocks (probably developed from “Bavarian”
“Bavarian”

430

ages).

et al. (1974) and Gebauer

istry of the eclogites
Acidic

metamorphosed

(Ordovician
cherts,

volcanic

Lower

and sedimentary.

Carboniferous

Flysch,

(480

Ma),

Premeta-

type Ordovician).
rocks. Silurian

and

all in an inverted

sequence).
This tectonic
Devonian

pile rests with a thrust

and Carboniferous.

contact

The stacking

on the autochthonous

order implies

an inversion

(Thuringian)
of biostrati-

graphic ages, of metamorphic
grade and also of the age of metamorphism.
As it is
documented
in correlated
folds, transport
was directed
toward the northwest.
Anomalous
pore-pressures
in the flysch rocks will have done much to “grease” the
final stage of nappe emplacement.
The older and higher-grade rocks above the flysch
have brought older tectonic fabrics with them, which they had acquired at deeper
crustal levels, in areas closer to the root zone. The whole setting is best explained
with the model of an accretionary
wedge, which was proposed by Behr et al. (1982)
and is laid out in some more detail by Franke (1984b).
Autochthonous
Palaeozoic rocks to the southeast, which had been overridden
the nappes,

are now exposed

metamorphic

in the antiform

of the Fichtelgebirge-Erzgebirge.

grade agrees well with the supposed

1979). The root zone of the nappes is assumed

tectonic

overburden

at the boundary

by
Their

(Mielke et al.,

with the Moldanubian

Zone (Erbendorf
Line, see Fig. 2). “Untelescoping”
of the Munchberg pile, added to
its present distance from the root zone, yields minimum shortening in the order of
200 km (Franke,

1984b) (Fig. 5.).

NW

SE

Fig. 5. Simplified
Franke,

unpubl.).

cross-section

through

the Saxothuringian

Zone, approx.

2 X vertical

exaggeration

(after
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A second phase of deformation,
structures
late-

and the autochthon.

and post-tectonic

antiformal

contacts

toward SE, has refolded

These

later

which dominate

phases

elastics,

to zones with

have created

the syn- and

the geological

map (see Fig. 2).

which cover the upper Visean

in the Frankenberg

area (“Sudetic

Phase”).

overlap of coal-bearing
flysch and seal the nappe

Like

this datum only fixes the last stand of a prograding

set out from
Ordovician

more internal

regions

already

the nappe

is restricted

of folding is dated by the unconformable

late upper Visean
Zone,

plutonism.

mega-structures

The termination

with vergence

A third set of structures

in the Rhenohercynian

erogenic

in Devonian,

front, which had

or possibly

even in late

time.

Because

of well-known

since long been accepted
of the Saxothuringian

analogies

in the sedimentary

that the structure

Zone,

and structural

of the Munchberg

and its equivalents

record,

it has

region is representative

in the western

Sudetes

(crystalline

klippe of the Sowie Gory in Poland).
The

Saxonian

metamorphic

Granulite

klippe

crystalline

outcrop.

Watznauer,

1969),

1984),

though

The granulites
then pierced

and now occupy

were metamorphosed

is probably

Devonian

reflected

Moldanubian

Region (Moldanubikum

The “Moldanubische

Region”

core region of the Variscan

“Tepla-Barrandium”
Moldanubian
portant

portion

radiometric

(Tepla-Barrandian
taken

are essentially

block),

greenschist
orogeny,

and

facies.
and

In

the base

in

the largely crystalline

Bohemia

(TP

deformation

which

in Czechoslosurround

in Fig. 1). In tectonic

the classical

parting

the

terms, the

as well as an im-

Since recent

structural

view of the Moldanubian

and
Zone,

a list of open questions.
Region

the north-central

upon

is mostly used to

(especially

rocks

is in the Bohemian

and in many geological

is laid into

Its

comprises

some authors

Cambrian-Middle

to rest unconformably

metamorphosed

(1927)

the zone of structural

of the Moldanubian
Central.

conglomerates

up in the southwestern

1938).

flank of the Variscides.

in its position

Massif

lined

to the high-grade

have changed

comments

The largest outcrop
French

sense,

of the southern

can be regarded,

Region”,

comprises

investigations

the following

the

of Kossmat

block of central

Region

and

fold (Weber,

and Behr, 1983). A part

Belt. While the term “Moldanubikum”

it, in a stricter

type of

xl.)

the whole “Moldanubian
apply

(Eigenfeld,

of the

different

or injective

(Weber

faces,

northwest

at 452 + 26 Ma (Jager

in a zone with coarse

of the Thuringian

of the “Granulitgebirge”

vakia)

immediately

a fundamentally

their cover as a diapir-like

continuation

describe

situated

represent

the core of a dome structure

of their uplift history
the early upper

Mts.,

of Frankenberg,

part

Devonian

Proterozoic

south-facing

of

folds.

the

sediments

sequences.

is conventionally

of the Palaeozoic

aspects,

The

The

is interpreted

Bohemian

which
of

Massif

and volcanics
Palaeozoic

Proterozoic

attributed

Massif,

as an equivalent

are

is un-

is in lower

to a Cadomian

as a transgression.

The

Cadomian

orogeny

which prevail

is also held

in most of the Bohemian

The Tepla-Barrandian
type,

increasing
area

toward

south

of

the

development

the northwest

Erbendorf

metamorphic

grades,

Massif.

rocks. Medium-pressure

Barrandian-Bliimel,

for the higher

block has a metamorphic

in intensity

kyanite-bearing
the

responsible

and

rocks (partly
Line

of the medium-P

west, and

culminating

in

as relics) are also present

(possibly

an

outlier

of

the

in

Tepla-

1982, 1983b).

In most of the “Moldanubikum”
(s.str.), metamorphism
is of high-T/low-P
type.
Iiigh-T metamo~h~sm
is also present south of the Erbendorf Line, where it clearly
post-dates

the medium-P

event,

and also anneals

Moldanubikum
and the Saxothuringian
b). South of Erbendorf,
and, much

the tectonic

contact

between

the

Zone (Schreyer, 1966; Bliimel, 1982; 1983a,
more widespread
in central and southern

Bohemia, there are also occurrences of granulites (Fig, 1) associated with basic and
ultrabasic rocks.
At the southeastern
margin of the Bohemian Massif (see Fig. 8), the Moldanubian
unit is thrust over the Cadomian
basement of the Moravo-Silesian
Zone (see Van
Breemen et al., 1982, for radiometric
ages). The Moravo-Sifesian
Zone with its
~enohercy~ian-typo
Sudeten

Palaeozoic

Mts., and

whose tectonic

cover,

the Moldanubian

significance

unit

the

S~othuringia~

rocks

are in a triple-point-like

of the

Polish

configuration,

is not clear (Fig. 1).

Since all of the Bohemian

Massif is flooded

is unequivocal
evidence for Variscan
Kijhier et al., 1983, for radiometric

by Carboniferous

granites,

and there

thrusting (see Van Breemen et al., 1982, and
dating of the shearing event), it is extremely

difficult to distinguish
Variscan from older tecton~metamorphic
events, especially
so, because there is also radiometric
evidence for a “Caledonian”
thermal event
(Grauert et al., 1974). This uncertainty
also affects the age of the granulite facies
metamorphism.
Arnold and Scharbert (1973) obtained Rb/Sr-ages
of 486 + 11 Ma
from granuiites

at the southeastern

et al. (1982) found
granulites,

U/Pb-ages

which indicate

margin
in zircon

Variscan

of the Moldanubian
and monazite

metamorp~sm

Zone. Van Breemen

from central-Moldanubian

(345 f 5 Ma), Schenk

and Todt

(1983) have confirmed
the importance
of a Variscan metamorphic
event (402-424
Ma by 207/206 Pb from zircons, 340 from mom&e),
but admit the possibility of
lead-loss, and, hence, of a still older metamorphic
event.
It is widely agreed (except by Czechoslovakian
authors) that the granulites are in
an allochthonous
position, and rest above lower-grade Moldanubian
gneisses. Uncertain again is the direction of thrusting: Fuchs (1983) suggests westward thrusting,
whereas Thiele (1976) and Tollmann
(1982) proposed transport
toward the south
and southeast, which would agree with the southerly vergence in the Palaeozoic of
the Tepla-Barrandia~
area (see Fig. 8). As the root zone for all crystalline nappes,
Tollmann
envisages the Erbendorf
Line, which then would have produced nappes
toward the north (Saxothuringian
Zone!) and south. Apart from the mechanical
problem

implied

with this concept,

it should

be noted

that

the folds

figured

by
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Tollmann

to deduce

phase structures.
Allochthonous
Behr

(1983)
over

concepts

of transport

margin

s.str.: The Barrandian
the

clearly

have also been proposed

for the western

Moldanubikum
thrust

the direction

Moldanubikum,

have the appearance

by Bltimel(l982,

of the Tepla-Barrandian
medium-P

thus

and

rocks are interpreted

inducing

the

Moldanubian

of late

1983a, b) and
the adjacent
as a nappe
high-T

event.

According to Behr (1983), westward thrusting was due to oblique collision between
the Moldanubian
Region and the Saxothuringian
Zone, and postdated
the northward

escape

of the M~nchberg

Nappes.

These,

medium-P
metamorphism.
This parallelization
also for the Tepla-Barrandian
metamorphism,

like the Tepia-Barrandian,

show

would imply an early Variscan
which has to be ascertained

age
by

radiometric investigations.
A polymetamorphic
development
has also been detected in the Moldanubian
rocks of the Black Forest. The existence of Precambrian
basement is probable. yet
unproven.
Radiometric
investigations
have revealed Cambrian plutonism (520 Ma),
and “Caledonian”
regional metamorphism
and anatexis (480 Ma) (Hofmann
and
Kiihler, 1973; Steiger et al., 1973; Todt and Busch, 1981). Variscan overprinting
is
documented
by a Sr-homogeneization
(Brewer and Lippoldt, 1972). The crystalline
rocks have been affected by important
Variscan
thrusting.
According
to Behr
(unpublished),
higher-grade
rocks (including
granulites
and eclogites) have been
carried over lower-grade
sequences. The direction of thrusting
is uncertain.
The
development

in the Vosges is largely

similar

1980; Fluck et al., 1980). Like the Bohemian
and post-tectonic
granites.
Looking westwards
the Black Forest
French Massif Central, where southward
mented

(Burg and Matte,

with that of the Black Forest

(Fluck,

Massif, both areas are flooded

by late-

and Vosges can
driving crystalline

be compared
with the
nappes are well docu-

1978; Bard et al., 1980).

Outcrops of Variscan basement
further south are difficult to interpret because
many of them have been reactivated or displaced during the Alpine Cycle (Corsica,
Sardinia, Tuscany, Eastern Alps). The N-S-trending
structures with westerly polarity, in the Massif de Maures (southeastern
France), demonstrate
that these areas are
not simply a southward
continuation
of the southern
flank of the belt. In the
Variscan basement of the Eastern Alps, erogenic polarity is a matter of debate (see
Tollmann,
1982). There is also no indication that Gondwana was close at hand. Here
is a chance to build in more microplates.
Geophysical data
The crust in Germany
(outside the Alps) is relatively thin (25-30 km) and in
isostatic equilibrium.
A slightly thicker crust (35 km and more) is only observed at
the western margin of the Bohemian Massif. In the Black Forest, the crust is thinned
by the Rhine Graben Rift (25 km).
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Fig. 6. Refraction
Zone.
tin&ties

a. Simplified
as upthrust

seismic profile from the Rhenohercynian
representation

of the velocity/depth

slices of lower crust and/or

Zone to the northern
functions.

upper mantle

b. Tectonic

material.

part of the Moldanubian
interpretation

of discon-

(After Giese, 1983.)

The Motdanubian crust, especially at higher levels, is homogenous in geophysical
terms, whereas the Saxothuringian crust is characterized by a multitude of gravimetric and magnetic anomalies and of electric and seismic discontinuities.
entiation underlines the importance of the Moldanubian-S~otlluringian

This differboundary

as drawn on geological grounds.
Seismic refraction and reflection studies, together with conductivity measurements, are of increasing importance in the identification of thrust and nappe
structures. The most prominent result of the.reflection

survey is a strong, gently

south-dipping reflection horizon at depths of 3-4 km near the front of Variscan
deformation in the Ardennes (see Fig. 8). This horizon can be identified as the
southward subsurface continuation of the ‘“Faille du Midi” and can be traced as far
as 40 km to the south of the surface outcrop (Meissner et al., 1981, 1983). Its
tectonic significance (decollement or long-distance overthrust?) and southward extent are still uncertain.
At the northern

margin of the Mid-German

Crystalline

Rise, Meissner et al.

(1980) were able to identify, by refraction seismics, a steeply SSE-dipping normal
fault (downthrowing to the south-southeast), which can be traced down into the
lower crust. The normal faulting is related to the northern margin of the late
Carboniferous-Permian

Saar-Nahe

Basin and can be interpreted as a reactivation

and reversal of a Variscan listric overthrust.
Refraction seismic data give evidence of important intra-crustal discontinuities
(Giese, 1976, 1978, 1983; Mooney and Prodehl, 1978; Giese et al., 1983; Mechie et
al., 1983). Figures 6 and 7 show a number of intracrustal discontinuities and suggest
a tectonic interpretation. Within the Rhenohercynian and Saxothuringian crust,
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1 Saxothurlngian
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a
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Fig.

7. Refraction

position

seismic

of high-conductivity

profile

through

the Rhenohercynian

and

Saxothuringian

Zones,

with

the

layers. a, b like in Fig. 6.

there are discontinuities underlain by low-velocity layers. It is possible that these
discontinuities represent upthrust slices of ancient lower crust or of material from
the crust-mantle transition.
For the Rhenohercynian Zone, a comprehensive magnetotelluric
represented by Jsdicke

et al. (1983)

and Giese et al. (1983).

survey has been

A fairly consistent

high-conductivity channel is observed at depths between 1.5 and 30 km. According to
Giese, this channel might be related to the low-velocity layers mentioned above (Fig.
7). A second high-conductivity channel is locally detectable at 10 km depth, and
another one within the upper mantle (approx. 50 km}. The low-velocity as well as the
high-conductivity channels appear to occur at slightly deeper levels underneath the
Saxothuringian Zone. At the Saxothuringian-Moldanubian
boundary, magnetotelluric sounding reveal a drastic southward increase in depth, and a general southward
dip of high-conductivity layers.
As a generalization, it can be said that the Variscan crust in Germany is
characterized by a pronounced geophysical heterogeneity, which can plausibly be
referred to thrust surfaces and geotectonic boundaries.
SOME ELEMENTS

OF A GEODYNAMIC

INTERPRETATION

Origin of the main basins

Widespread magmatic activity in Cambro-Ordovician
time, in Germany as
elsewhere in Europe, may be taken to indicate a major episode of rifting, which has
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created

many

of the early-Palaeozoic

and Den Tex, 1978; Zwart
1984). It is important
by biostratigraphic
sion

ages.

heat-flow

in lower

for the numerous

Ma, see Schmidt,
(Weber

and

1976;

Dornsiepen,

do not record

sequences
Palaeozoic

“Caledonian”

Behr, 1983: Weber,

biostratigraphy

basins

of Europe

1978: Weber

(Van Calsteren

and Behr, 1983; Weber,

to note that the age of these rocks is indicated
data from low-grade

High

responsible

sedimentary

and Dornsiepen,

rift

basins

metamorphic

1979). This model

1984) would

any erogenic

unequivocally

as well as by radiometric

explain

might

also

ages (approx.
of “rift

intrube held
500-450

metamorphism”

why structural

event in Lower and Middle

geology

and

Palaeozoic

time. A rift-related
thermal event, accompanied
by ductile stretching of the deeper
crust, might also explain the mineral fabrics in the Saxonian granulites. which are
compatible
with an extensional
tectonic regime (Lister and Dornsiepen,
1982).
It is uncertain at present, if the presumed rifting has led to the formation of major
oceanic areas (see the discussion in the next chapter). However, the structural record
discussed below suggests far reaching horizontal tectonic transports and. hence, the
availability

of a considerable

amount

of thinned

crust.

Timing and continuity of plate convergence

In the crystalline
rocks of Germany,
subduction-related
metamorphism
points
eclogites).

Similar

results

et al., 1983). Gebauer

the earliest radiometric
indication
of
to a late Ordovician
event (Munchberg

have been obtained

(1983) stated

in the French

that all eclogite-forming

Belt are younger than 450 Ma. Since the presumed rifting
until approx. 450 Ma, it is possible to identify a datum
Ordovician)
of Silurian

Massif Central

(Ducrot

events in the Variscan
activity occupies the time
of approx. 450 Ma (late

for the switch from regional extension to plate convergence. Indications
and Devonian
metamorphism
are frequent,
and late Devonian
and

Carboniferous
metamorphic
ages are ubiquitous.
If one considers that older events
have a lesser preservation
potential, it becomes possible to envisage a continuous,
late Ordovician
through Carboniferous,
period of plate-convergence.
Continuity
sedimentation

is also suggested by the fairly complete record
(flysch), which engulfs the Middle Devonian

of synorogenic
to Namurian

elastic
in the

~enohercynian
Zone, and the Frasnian
to Upper Visean in the Saxothuringian
Zone. The mineral composition
of the Rhenohercynian
flysch does not exhibit any
sudden

breaks,

but only gradually

changes

with time (Engel

et al., 1983a). Hence,

these rocks can be taken to reflect a long-lasting,
more or less uninterrupted
tectonic
development
of the source area. Minor breaks in the earlier part of the “flysch
of younger
(Carboniferous)
flysch
record” as well as the clear predominance
sediments are probably due to the relatively poor preservation
potential of the older
rocks (as it was argued above for the analogue case of radiometric
ages; see the
discussion in Engel and Franke, 1983).
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Orogenic pokwity

In the Rhenohercynian
radiometric
(see

ages, clearly

already

though

Zone, the area1 disposition
reflect a northwestward

Wunderlich,

1966).

less well documented

The

development

so far, appears

of flysch elastics,

progradation

as well as of

of the erogenic

of the Saxothuringian

to be similar and partly

front
Zone,

time-equivalent

(Behr et al., 1980b, 1982; Franke, 1984a, b). In both basins, erogenic fronts migrated
outwards, tandem-fashion,
until the Saxothuringian
basin was closed in late Visean
time (“Sudetic”

unconformity),

so that subsequent

tectonic

shortening

was accom-

modated only in the Rhenohercynian
Zone, where it was terminated
in late Upper
Carboniferous
time (“Asturian”;
see Engel and Franke, 1983). The northward shift
of tectonic activity in both basins is consistent with the vergence of the main phase
of tectonic deformation
in both zones (see Fig. 8). It can be taken to indicate the
sense of the plate motion which has controlled
the tectonic development
at the
northern flank of the Variscides: the observed polarity strongly suggests southward
subduction under the Mid-German
Crystalline Rise as well as under the Moldanubian
block.
We therefore

disagree

/

RHENOHERCYNIAN

East

of the

river

Rhme

with models

SAXOTHURlNGlAN

fS

0”

6!%%

Munchberg
Nappes

such as the ones proposed

/
Sepia

MOLDANUBIAN

by Floyd

s I

(1982)

IMORAVIAN

Barrandean

100 km

( Par-)
11

autochthonous
sequences
PaIacazo~c & upper PiOte,Dto,C
mw- wry iaw grade

Fig. 8. Diagrammatic

cross-section

/?jj-3J

through

after Burg and Matte (1978), Moldanubian

cryatailine iOCP,S

the Variscan

Belt in Central

Zone after Tollmann

Europe.

French

(1982). M-crust-mantle

Central

Massif

boundary.
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and

Ziegler

regarded

(1982),

where

as back-arc

south flank of the Variscan
bilateral

symmetry,

related

basins

to a main,

belt. Instead,

with subduction

south under the central
any geotectonic

the Devonian

basins,

on the north

northward

flank

subduction

are merely
zone on the

we follow Bard et al. (1980) in suggesting

proceeding

zone. This bilateral

from the north

symmetry

a

as well as from the

has to be taken into account

in

model (Fig. 8).

The dominant
subhorizontal

structural

layering,

which requires

feature

which

of the Variscan

is also evident

the application

crust of Europe

from geophysical

of plate-tectonic

models.

is a prominent

observations,

and

Several types of structures

may be recognized

(see also Figs. 1 and 8):
A broad thrust-wedge
is typical of the Rhenohercynian

Fig. 3, the listric overthrusts
km depth.

probably

Zone. As it is suggested

merge in a decollement

This level can be interpreted

level at approx.

as a zone where amp~bolite-facies

in

lo-15
condi-

tions cause steady-state
creep as the dominant
deformation
mechanism
in quartzand feldspar-rich
rocks, which allows the formation of extensive horizontal
ductile
shear-zones. The stacking of the crustal segments above the decollement level can be
referred to the subfluence
of the deeper continental
crust, which also may be
responsible
for the enormous
volume of late- and post-tectonic
granitoids
(subfluence and A-subduction
in the sense of Weber 1978, 1981, 1984; Behr, 1978:
Weber and Behr, 1983).
The interpretation
of the “Faille du Midi” west of the River Rhine is still
uncertain.
The shallow reflector connected with the thrust might represent a major
decollement
present

surface.

(Walter,

Thin

supracrustal

Saxothurin~an
slope

Zone.

sediments,

metamorphic

A long-distance

overthrust,

however,

can not be excluded

at

1982).
are

napes

They

present

incorporate

(meta-)basaltic

rocks. These units

rocks

in
flysch

the

Rhenohercynian

sequences,

with MORB-affinities,

were derived

from internal

partly
and
parts

and

in

with trench
early

the
and

Variscan

of the respective

basins. In the Saxothuringian
Zone, their arrangement
is reminiscent of accretionary
wedges developed at subduction
zones. Where tectonic thickening
had produced
bulge-like zones of isostatic uplift, gravity-slide
over water-saturated
flysch rocks
played a major role in the emplacement
of these thin and lithologically
heterogeneous nappe units. It is possible that these supracrustal
nappes represent
the
off-scrapings
from an oceanic basement,
which has since become lost. In the
Rhenohercynian
and Saxothuringian
Zones oceanic (“B-type”)
subduction
might
have preceded the formation of the continental
thrust-wedge (Weber, 1984).
Zntracrustal thrusts are frequent within the crystalline core-region,
where they are
mostly recognizable
by the inversion of the metamorphic
isogrades. The overriding
units often contain granulites.
The formation
of granulite-rich
thrust sheets was
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probably predisposed by the rigid rheological properties of granulite facies rocks. In
the Saxothuringian

foreland (Saxonian Granulitgebirge,

the rigidity of the granulites

might be responsible for the formation of large fold-structures,
due to the amplification

which began to rise

of a large-scale fold structure and later pierced through the

overlying rocks of lower viscosity (Weber and Behr, 1983; Weber, 1984).
Thrust sheets of rigid lower crustal rocks might form the roofs of the seismic
low-velocity zones, which appear at deeper crustal levels of the Rhenohercynian,
Saxothuringian and Moldanubian zones (see Figs. 6, 7; Giese et al., 1983).
The zonai boundaries separate domains of different tectono-metamorphic
acter, which are also discernible
core-region
From

(Moldanubian

these points

from their sedimentary

Zone) contains Cadomian

of view, the zonal boundaries

char-

records. The Variscan

and older basement blocks.
might be regarded as plate

boundaries (sutures). On the other hand, the northern margin of the Mid-German
Crystalline Rise and that of the Moldanubian Region (Erbendorf Line) have much
in common with thrusts of smaller magnitude: the northern margins of the Phyllite
Zone and of the MGCR probably represent the frontal portions of listric thrusts,
and the Erbendorf Line has a gentle SE-ward dip. Like the smaller-scale thrusts, the
zonal boundaries are probably connected with geophysical discontinuities at greater
depths (see Figs. 6, 7). Besides, the predominance of higher-grade metamorphic
rocks in the overriding units is an expression of the same principle of metamorphic
and stratigraphic inversion, which is also observed aiong the intracrustal thrusts
(granulite nappes) and some of the supracrustal nappes (e.g., Munchberg area).
These phenomena can be explained, if one regards the overriding units at the
margins of small-size crustal elements (microcontinents or exotic terranes, see, e.g.,
Ziegler, 1982), which, during the process of collision, underwent a high degree of
tectono-metamorphic
intracontinental
The problem

reactivation, so that their margins are transitional between an

suture and a nappe-thrust.

of cylindrism

The facts and hypotheses laid out above allows a subdivision of the Variscan Belt
into palaeogeographic and tectono-metamorphic domains, which largely correspond
to Kossmat’s (1927) zoneography. This does not imply that all rocks lined up along
one of Kossmat’s boundaries are necessarily homologous: Features such as the
Pentevrian or Cadomian basement complexes probably are of limited lateral extent.
The boundaries themselves, however, can be traced over long distances and are
consistent in their function: they are important thrust-zones which may even attain
the rank of sutures. The complex and heterogeneous array of rock units in Europe
can be understood as an overprint of Variscan tectonic features on various older
(and partly diverging) structural grains (Franke and Engel, 1982). It is these
Variscan structures that reveal a cylindroidal pattern. We do not agree, therefore,
with models denying all laterally consistent zones of plate convergence, such as the
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strike-slip
opinion,

model proposed

by Badham

not the principal

uted to the structural
ous and Permian,

mechanism

development,

see Arthaud

(1982). Though
of Variscan

especially

and Matte,

strike-slip

deformation,

faulting

is, in our

it may have contrib-

so in late-Variscan

time (Carbonifer-

1977).

OPEN QUESTIONS

Vffriscun oceans?
Since subduction
is a process that destroys part of the evidence of its very
existence, the notorious
scarcity of ophiolites in the Variscan Belt leaves an extremely

wide

contrasting
(1982)

margin

models.

suggested

continental

of interpretation,

Some authors
mere

lithospheric

which

conchtded

has been

exploited

in numerous

that wide oceans never existed:

strike-slip

processes,

others

mantle

as the driving

have

proposed

Badham

subduction

force for large-scale

crustal

of

imbri-

cation (Weber, 1981; Weber and Behr, 1983; Weber, 1984). The opposite wing
insists that oceanic areas have been present. Ziegler (1982) quotes the exotic terranes
at the west coast of North America, whose docking has not produced prominent
sutures,

to suggest

a wide ocean

between

Armorica

and Northern

Europe

(which

likewise would have disappeared
without leaving significant
traces). Bard et al.
(1980) have explained away their oceanic crust with intra-oceanic
subduction
in an
island-arc, that was subsequently
abducted and eroded.
We do not think it wise to join in the battle, since we are confronted
here with a
methodological

problem.

Geochemical

fingerprints

from volcanic

rocks, which are

currently being used to prove the existence of oceanic crust, only indicate a high
degree of partial melting in the parent magma, which is achieved in areas of thin
crust and high heat-flow
tell anything
only indicates

about

the presence

Palaeomagnetism
palaeolatitudes

(see, e.g. Floyd,

1982; Wedepohl

the width of the presumed
of allochthonous

to be consistent

et al., 1983). They do not
Likewise,

the tectonic

units, and not the distance

has failed, so far, to produce

appear

oceans.

in Middle

clear contours.
and Northern

et al., 1983; Van der Voo, 1983), this does not preclude

Though
Europe

style

of transport.
Devonian
(Bachtadse

a Rhenohercynian

ocean,

since plate margins in the Devonian of Central Europe (Fig. 1) probably trended NE
(compare fig. 1 in Van der Voo, 19X3), so that sites with the same palaeolatitude
may
still have been far apart.
Palaeomagnetic
data suggest an oceanic separation
between North-Europe
and
Armorica/Gondwana
in late Ordovician time, which was closed by northward drift
of Armorica, whereby, until the mid- or late Devonian,
another ocean was opened
between Armorica and Gondwana
(Perroud and Bonhommet,
1981; Perroud et al.,
1983). This concept is only partly consistent with geological observations.
Ordovician
palaeomagnetism
is in reasonable
accord with sedimentological
features related to the late Ordovician
(Saharan)
glaciation.
Palaeopoles
as well as
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glacigenic phenomena suggest a pole in northwestern Africa, and tilloids and striated
pebbles have also been described from Iberia, the Armorican Massif, and from the
authochthonous (“Thuringian”)

Ordovician of the Saxothuringian Zone in Germany

(see Hambrey and Harland, 1981, p. 5 of the introduction,

and the contributions

by

Steiner and Falk, by Dart, and by Robardet in the same volume). Palaeomagnetism
as well as the lack of glacigenic features in the Rhenohercynian
the north would permit to conceive of the Rhenohercynian

Zone and areas to

Ocean (or wide sea).

whose closure might be reflected in the early Variscan tectono-metamorphic
ties in the Mid-German
time, of Armorica,

Crystalline

Rise. A proximity,

the Saxothuringian

activi-

in mid- to late Devonian

Zone and the Moldanubian

block to the

Rhenohercynian Zone is consistently suggested by palaeomagnetism (VanderVoo,
1983), and by the occurrence of Devonian reef carbonates in all these areas.
Paiaeomagnetism
also suggests a Devonian ocean between Armorica and
Gondwana. This, however, is not in accordance with geological observations. Though
there is evidence of early Palaeozoic rifting, the late Ordovician assembly laid out
above precludes a wide early Palaeozoic ocean. Besides, it is not possible to suppose
an opening of such an ocean during the Silurian and early Devonian, since (see the
previous sections) these were periods of plate convergence everywhere in present-day
Europe. A solution might arise from a re-investigation
evidence of the Devonian palaeolatitude of Africa.
Sj~n~f~cance of l?evonian and Car~o~ifero~

of the (actually

scant)

uo~cani~~

In the external parts of the Rhenohercynian and Saxothuringian, there are zones
with Devonian (in the RH: also Carboniferous) bimodal volcanic rocks, which
record a tensional stress regime in these areas. In both basins, however, these
volcanic zones are accompanied, in the southeast, by zones with time-equivalent
compressive deformation (northern margins of the mid-German Crystalline Rise and
of the Bohemian Massif). We do not agree, therefore, with the concepts proposed by
(e.g.) Sawkins and Burke (19X0),

Floyd (1982)

or Ziegier (1982),

in which the

northern flank of the Variscides is seen as a zone of regional extension. Since the
zones with volcanism (extension) and those with flysch sedimentation and deformation (compression) form couplets aligned in the general tectonic strike, we also reject
Badham’s strike-slip model which would require an en echelon arrangement of
extensional zones, alternating with compressive zones set at an angle. It is easier to
envisage some extensional stress in the downgoing slabs, induced by subduction
under the Mid-German Crystalline Rise and the Bohemian Massif. If one admits
that tectonic shortening possibly was much greater than the established minimum of
several hundred kilometres, one might even think of minor convection cells under
each of these basins. Since these explanations are speculative, the close apposition of
extensional and compressional zones, aligned parallel with each other, remains a
problem.
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is an
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concept
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(and indeed

there is at

above
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alternatingly,

a segment

possible:

crust whose age is veiled by

the comments

by subduction

a

Forest,

the Erbendorf

zones have worked

of
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so that subduction

thickened

crust

that

from the other side. This argument

data are far from being

need much more isotope

nance of the crystalline

without

and the Black

the data), there are only two explanations

and Vosges contain

been produced

contact,

are in direct

If we stick to the bilateral

or the two subduction

previously

subduction

At the same time, there is good reason

as a root zone for nappes travelling
1982).

Bilateral

Line, i.e., the root zone of the Saxothuringian

present no other way to interpret

from

the belt

flank. Also the Bohemian

south (Tollmann,

Zone),

of

where the metamorphic

basement.

is the case in the Vosges

continuations

flank.

of the Erbendorf

the northern

flanks
This

with new

from both sides down under

appears reasonable

nuclei of Precambrian

both

“buffer”.

which are regarded
belonging

suggest subduction

zone. This concept

core zone is known to contain

flank of the belt, taken together

conclusive,

had

clearly

and that we

work to reveal the age and geotectonic

prove-

rocks.
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Zone in Bavaria,

with the associated

moving during the next decade.
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the crust
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projects,
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down to a depth of several

An ultra-deep

drilling sites are being explored

and at the northern

from further
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projects

European

features
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down to 10 km or more;
of the Black Forest

of the crystalline
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of deep-exploration
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